Perfection Down to
the Last Detail
made in
Tübingen

By optimizing the generator, high
efficiency and unsurpassed low
no-load losses are achieved.
The high-quality bearings ensure
a long lifetime without maintenance.
The Pressure Compensation
System guarantees the best
possible protection against the
ingress of water and so prevents
internal corrosion.

Our Philosophy
Our most important objective is to promote the bicycle as the most environmentally
and people friendly means of transport. We are a team of 30 cycling enthusiasts working on this aim and manufacture SON products of the highest quality. In addition to a
perfect, durable and economically successful product, the impact of our work on the
environment, employees and customers is important to us. It goes without saying that
our products are produced in an environmentally friendly way.

info@nabendynamo.de

EN
www.nabendynamo.de

SON Hub Dynamos

Edelux II

Electricity for Lighting and Charging

The Edelux II design is elegant and reduced to the
essential. Its 100 lux bright light distributes light
evenly and widely, from close to far range and thus
enables the very best vision on dark roads. The Edelux
II has a bright standlight and an automatic switch.
The aluminium housing and copper heatsink ensure
optimum cooling of the LED, while the anti-reflective
lens and potted electronics guarantee the renowned
SON quality.

The pioneer of today‘s hub dynamos: For 30 years, owner and chief engineer
Wilfried Schmidt, has striven to research and develop his products to make the
perfect gearless hub dynamo.
Specifically designed for smooth running and longevity, a SON hub dynamo
usually lasts a bike’s lifetime and is worth its high price - whether it’s a
standard hub dynamo or one of our
special versions for MTB, gravel bike,
folding bike, cargo bike or
recumbent tricycle.

made in
Tübingen

5 years
guarantee

SON Coaxial Wiring

SON Rear Light
also
versions for
Pedelecs

The SON rear light is small, robust
and elegant – it fits to racks, seatposts or mudguards. It has an
anodized aluminium housing as
well as fully potted electronics and
optical parts – therefore watertight.

By only using the best wiring, our highquality hub dynamo and the associated
lights have become an extremly reliable
lighting system. The SON Coaxial Cable
was specially developed for this purpose
and has been proven for decades.
The new SON Coaxial Connectors
developed by SON are particularly convenient. They enable user-friendly, elegant
and solid wiring solutions of all kinds.
Even more elegant and user-friendly: our
„No plug at all“ SON Self-Connecting
System (SL). Demanding bicycle manufacturers are using this solution more and
more often in their top products.

